


In the Notes for an Editorial, a 
office desk,with scribbled holos 
Important enough, I've put down,

big name for 
that, at the 
last October

a sheet of naper in the 
ti me of writing seemed 
'excuse rush job’.

Six months later I'm puzzled what the rush was all about, though it 
hust have gone mighty fast since l forgot to mention, anywhere in 
he issue, which artists had contributed. Let me put that'right first 

>f all: the cover was drawn by Herman Geulcmans, based on an idea 
discussed over a pint of bhcer one evening.

erman wandered into fandom when he found a flyer SFAN placed quite 
strategically at the exhibition 'What is Science Fiction?’ at Antwerp 
’ ist year. He has done a few covers and some interior Lllo's for 
INFO-SPAN, as well as writing a few stories, and now out; of military 
service does most of the chore of typing I-S stencils. I can only hop<! 
we’ll be seeing more of him in future Fanjan’s.

Interior illo and bacovor was supplied from Holland by the Longest 
name in fandom Thijs van Ebbenhorst-Tongbergen. Luckily he isn't 
quite as Lail in person. Student at Utrecht, I first met him at The 
Hague convention in 1971 and have since then been in fairly regular- 
touch with him. At The Haguccon he had Just been awarded a second 
prize in an artwork competition, and it was only logical Lo go up to 
him and ask him whether he would possibly be interested in supplying 
some artwork and:or covers for T-S. Both artwork and stories were 
forthcoming, and after some writing to-rind-fro, I've been able to 
persuade him to draw directly on stencil - no l always improving the 
final result, but at least far easier on pocket money.

Last year saw Thijs shaking hands with Mike Moorcock, at the same 
time collecting the first prize in the T-S short story contest (he 
still maintains I'm partLy responsible for typing his scrawl out 
legibly) , and ho is, this year, together with Herman Ceulemans and 
Daniel de Raeve, to Judge I-S' first artwork competition.
He's with us again this issue with a typical Thijs story for which 
iie also supplied the illos, as well as doing the heading for Bertin's 
article. The cover, based on a jannish suggestion, I can only hope 
won -t come true. I have definite promises that more sill bo on show 
in the future, and actually I’m prodding him to maybe Join 0.4PA since 
he's actually thinking of publishing his own fanzine.(Unless that's 
In Dutch). • ' ’

:.ow that you've met the contributors of previous issue, there's < 
kldy in this issue, and T dwbt whether 1 need explain wno he is. Tc 
jell you the truth, I don’t think he knows himself as I’ve found him 
in practically every fannish publication round about here in the most 
various disguises. Probably has wherewolf blood in him somewhere.



Eddy lias started publishing his own fanzine (10 times a year) con
taining reviews and author listings. In flemish, it won’t interest 
you particularly, but you can guess at his output when you hear that 
this magazine started off as ho couldn't get his reviews published 
regularly and often enough to fulfill his own craving for reviewing 
everything he lays his hands on. (fhal makes a swell opening for... 
but I’d better not start getting censored again’’.1)
His present contribution is a sLightly changed version which appeared 
as his contribution to PAPA, Belgium's answer to nobody in particular 
Bui note it down on your APA listing, Ken.

..hen I reread the above, and then consider that ' s just the result 
of three words on top of our 'editorial note-sheet’....then look at 
dieJatLer to find it scribbled full of odd sentences and scrawlings 

ve difficulty reading ..tyself, I start, lo wonder whether it was
al ter all such a good idea to cry' and work some continental flavour 
tn Fanjan. Al I.nice and well, but at this rate I' LI be competing for 
biggest mailing contribution!!J

surely the one mailing I 
might as well 
was done - i.

w i 11 q u i t e

m t:-ying to think up soacthing Lo excuse my non-appearance in 
an s mailing, surely the one mailing I should never miss. Nothing I 

satisfy, so I might as well cue up with the truth. Almost 
^r®nc\1 thls issue was done - i-e. Bertin, Thijs, Comments - 

out I had asked Paul Torfs t g ge t the cover run-off on electronic 
stencil and due to:difflenities with the firm where he has this done, 
never got round to finishing off the issue. So I’ve just let go, 
there s always an April the first....

I'm reminded of Chis since that's the weekend we're off to 
-1-10 ionts on a gas tronomcal weekend, and Rosa has just reminded 
me we leave friday next!

Leaving me four days.

Last time’s rush simply can't have been as bad one. .
In the comments to Letters I have already mentioned the fact that 

homa s begetting a daughter, both Rosa and I have suddenly 
become grandparents, really aged folks. And that because of something 
thev°want to ttfhen U'0y B°inB to let Erandparents Judge when 
they want to become such... all the same ' 
by the hour, but by the day 
to Sonia’s place,

due to

during 
second 
less a

it does eat away time, not 
With monday already a regular tripday 

and the children dropping in a couple of times 
the week, time just flies by. An 
of it is begrudged. I suppose it 
regular feature like most of the

strangily enough, not 
will pas s, be c ome ■more 
things in life.

one 
or

in the meantime, I’ve run behind on most things, 
loom work, and having to play with a 
isn't going to solve things. further new toy in the house

dark -

^"9 Faster con this year, a 
have more time for a novemb

blow only lightened by the fact that I'll
bpt that’s for the future.

all activities in local fandom, 1' If bo more 
to enjoy O,1HA and contacting you people, so, until then, love



Change came suddenly. the dark void , realising that they were
«.U3t like that he awoke. cut off , almost alone. • >
Eis first thought was to the point , no .
tine wasted in confusion.
‘’The lines must be broken.- Cnee again it 
is >iir.e to renew our old struggle.’1
-Ie began to trace the old patterns of 
.'j-ansferenoe in the frozen sands of 
Titan. Cold planet light seeped across 
t ■ ir? j^o on scape.
The pattern was completed ana rer.lity 
~h$oh , broke in a thousand many-hued 
fragments.
Ee was back on Earth.

VETiSE 706712%

Night. Towers rising to the night sky 
Like world trees. Their sides shining 
with a myriad pinpoints of light.
IJp , rp travelled his gaze but Uiebuil- 
dings los t themselves ir. the upper 
roaches cf the’night.
/•Imost he felt awe. ■■ •
Then,brushing away all feelings of revc—

-co, ci wonder, he cried cut: "Liston,, 
land or, 1 am back. I, gl oom- miasm, Bat- 
uisbcr, Snakeleader, the thief who stole

of every day. I am back’1’
His ^cice was unlike any sound , but it 
G ifted mistlike over the world,disturb- 
1 ig dreamers and paling the moon.
-Ie moved his hands and pointed.

•VERSE 70671237

Once .more • ho was clothed in shadows - 
batwings seemed to move behind his back, 
while an uncertain phosphorescence play
ed ow r his face. But oven this hellglow 
couldn't reach his.eyes , too black, too 
parsec deep to be lighted by any candle. 
Afi r some rime the backup power-station 
restored the light; • 
tie smiled, still walking in shadows. 
''Com-'./' he whispered," come my friends." 
—’-W answered - the.bats, the cats, the 

and those of the humans who loved 
strong? empty places, who couldn’t stand 
the e;.os of their follows, and who hated

V’*. —’ *
abandon.

any order ,with an. al Gios crazy

Ou he walked , with his friends and al- 
li?s. His place for the time being would 
be '.caw earth, where- the debris and -the 
dead of ecological disaster • lay piled 
high , che.ro the dry. whispering cf poison- 
oak nad taken the place of birdsong, and 
the I ■ *0 were clothed in torn shrouds 
of plastic.
Later he would storm the citadels. Later 
rie would once more brave the light - the 
sun, that aspect of Randor, He ?/ho stands 
above the Wheel...
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VERSE 7O67I258

Sun eternal
Here in the temple 01 the faith the sun 
never set , although the moon and earth 
moved strangely acrons the heavens. They 
moved their little wheels,gazed in star- 
spattered eternity. Never think of those 
below.•
Of the billions who were bom with no 
place to go , no food to oat.
Why should one feel sorrow for them ? If 
they lived right , or rather died right, 
would not the Wheel put them in a better 
place ?
Even sc, one does not question, petition 
the Wheel. It was no god, nothing but a 
principle, like gravity , like the birth 
of stars. And no one , NO ONE , was in 
charge. So there could be no asking for 
favours.
Far indeed was Randor from the heart of 
Lan ’

VERSE 70671259

On the great plain , he found the dying 
man. He now, his body shrunken,his belly 
hungorbloated,seeing One who flowed like 
a dark mist over the land , and knowing 
that those above , on the upper decks of 
the titan skyscrapers , sorrowed not for 
him , asked the Dark One to comfort him 
.and to tell him why the world was filled 
with futility , being wholly devoid of 
either order or chaos , having no goals 
or encompassing fears.
And he, the Dark One, squatted close and 
offered some friendliness,not being evil 
but more a. reflection .of the dark 
distances that no sun can pierce- , a 
distillation from those places that lie 
empty and forgotten.

VERSE 70671240

And from his soothing tongue the dying 
man heard the following tale.
Know then , Child of Earth , I am night 
without end , the little devourer of the 
sun. I did zy share in the making of 
Cosmos Six. Itfer first name in an unhuman 
language was Tsillit , meaning Mist of 
Gloom, for it was ny doing that the day
light was robbed of half its duration.
Before long I found ny enemy and disco
vered that he was as groat as J am. Fc, 

being n nyial n<wabl© , j m.wx cal, gi-cr/m not 
from the silent dark but out of the co
pulation of white hot suns,chose tc meet 
me , naming himself Randor, in the shape 
of light.
Long we bat tied, in a thousand disguises, 
on worlds and galaxies untold, till only 
a short rime ago we exhausted each other 
Randor I banished to live in the form of 
a man, bereft of all his powers,save his 
immortality and invulnerability, tc this 
world. But Randor bound me with a dream- 
spell, which only recently was voided.So 
you now understand the sorry state cf 
Earth.For there is nothing to drive mon, 
not order nor chaos j love and hate have 
become ur:certain emotions. There exists 
only a greyness when we dcn:t polarize 
the universe.
For millcnia the low have remained the 
low, those who rule held their rule for
ever. But I will alter if.
Ah, -y friend, times will surely change. 
Greatly relieved , the man closed his 
eyes and died.

VERSE 70671241 
==~n=
Morning came , and like a bereft,staring 
eyd the sun hung above the chasms of the 
oyclcpic city.
His eld powers had returned. All things 
that flow not according to rigid laws, 
several aspects of Time itself, all that 
was his to command.
But it Xus all as nothing because Randor 
wasn’t there as counterbalance. For when 
all is chaos, there is no chaos.
Only the inexorable order of sheer ran
dom movement - only in a universe that 
is moved by emotional goal directed en
tities can there be order and chaos.

vers* 70671242 
= = = - = = —=== ====?z 
He camo upon a band of killers : men and 
women , ferocious and animallike , who 
sported long bloody knives and strangler 
ropes.He stood in their path and held in 
his ltft hand the shield of stealth and 
in h.right hand shone the golden knife 
cal 1 e u Shimannon .’
” Ooxe and slay me ! Beasts of the field 
are ye,sharp of teeth and claw. Yet I am 
more carnivore than any of you. Gome’Try 
mo! 1 And the three leaders tried to best 
him, but he stood his ground and the 



golden knife called Shimannon drank 
their blood with groat immoderate glee. 
Those left cast down their weapons and 
implored his mercy.
He hade them to collect their weapons, 
saying: "Hold on to your long kr.ivos, for 
you’ll need them all the more now that I 
am your master.”
They obeyed , fearing greatly , for they 
had met the Beast.

VERSE 70671245

For sixteen days and sixteen nights they 
marched, till they came upon the cave of 
a sago. . . . ' ‘
Tsillit seated himself in front of tho 

wise man , and hooded in darkness asked:
•' What do you see when you look into ny 
eyes ? "
The sago answered : "Nothing.”
Tsillit, thinking tho men was making fur. 
of him, asked his men: ” What do you see 
when you look into my eyes ? ”
They answered: " A void. A night,scream
ing with horror. The flashing of claws 
and blooddripping fangs. The ceaseless 
moving shapes of old killers.1’
"Now.1’ said Tsillit,"once more,wise man, 
what ao you see when.you look into ny 
eyob ? r
The .agG smiled. ” Nothing! ”
Cry;in/; out in trenendous rage Tsillit 
sigo .him.

VERSE 70671244 ; •

That night he broke'the pattern of bond
age , and Randor was set '*rc c I
Morning camo and the sun whs a new sun, 
once more alive, sensate, a shining eye.

RANDOR . ’ ‘ 
RANHOR

Emmwoi
RANDORRANDORR/JWOR 

RAMDOR&RAIvDOR&RANDOR 
RAIWORR/JSBORlblEDOR 

. RAKDORRAIOOR
RANDOR

He basked in tho sunshine till a shadow 
fell over his face , and a golden youth 
spoke golden words : ” T am back!" ...

(to bo continued till the sun is red and 
dies in the embrace 0- winter,and maybe, 
even then ... ) ...

KOSYOUY TIS DllrOQ
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2“^° -0r ITo Belonging to the old guard that worshipped
1 followed George Charters motto: All the Way! Why use 

alternatives? Read it and throw it away. Lovely excuse to skimp on 
comments. Though I couldn’t but remember the announcement about Cas 
and Skel, Best wishes, and I hope both of 
^5 years from now, the same I now do: 
again.

you will be able to say, 
love to do it all overI’d

How did the pics come out Brian? Does the lightmeter allow for the 
igh_ contrast against the window? It was rather dark elsewhere in 

J.e room. Liked the magazine, but once again, it does deserve a 
letter of comment I didn't get around to. Though I did work out a 
CK'od ploy (rgd), Will have to try again next time around: they have 
a saying about the third time being the good one ???

OINT and another shamfaced slinking into the corner on realising 
dat all I c done was say hello to Fred without even mentioning 
i liked the Chessmanconrep, and most of the issue. And no letter, 
-L 1.L have to try and improve my habits, Perhaps if 1 smoked less 
and wrote more,,, Well, Rosa would be pleased, her always grumbling 
aoout airpolution and breathing space,,, Special good marks for 
^erry s illos with the report. Lovely idea. And enjoyed rereadina 
rnO ref°^fat a later date, after having met some of the characters 
in real life,,,

1 can face manfully. And the tribute to Terry desrves a 
separate award, Reading Nick Shears remarks on OMPA, and looking back 
yt the little egoboo some people have received from this end (looking 

J-" t^e Polisher's viewpoint), he’s got something, I don't
o^f-hand couid hardly base a conclusion after only a couple of 

months return to activity, but there does seem to be less of a letter
exchange between fans than there used to be, Or was I just lucky in

Could it be the easier, and presumably cheaper 
,3 ns of getting together over a pint of bheer or a cup of tea? With 
plenty of people driving their own cars?

^RG hit back faster and harder than I'd expected, But 1 did say,,, 
IhlLLink they,,.” which should show that I don't necessarily think 
the same You were very much on the sercon track this issue, weren't 
you, Is old age getting at you? And only forty!

title you hunt for. Cover brought back memories of similar
3 cartoon for the local photo-clubzine, I mentioned 

. e?- b really needed colouring .in to be completely effective,
sapling tne issue, three members dropped by wanting either informa- 

materia} just a cup of coffee and a chat, so I put them 
to .. ork, each armed with a couple of colour pencils, Who said colour 



pr_nting was too expensive? August on the Farm had, lovely items in 
ir Find with a bit gf pruning down could. hsv« made award sh-»<ns„ Put 
.1 vuVOlx’f. r.ninH rmy . In ,w3 er £ in Flftmifih ycl-.

-s 3 title I remember from way back .when... but who would 
recognise a Bobbie Wild under the Off Trail listing R.Gray ??? 
Enjoyed the Lot, but it doesn't spark, off any comments. Liked the 
vampire story, would you object to seeing a Flemish version some day?

__ 'HARI brings a nice flavour (sorry,flavor) to OMPA. And with 
the means to reproduce those drawings,. wonderful. So how does" one 
'.c it justice? When even

-orgets to acknowledge its artists? Cover was by Herman 
Cculemans; baccver and interior IMos b\ Thijs van Ebbenhorst Teng- 
b/r-gen. And yes, that name covers but rne person. Honest.

.TH ART commenting on things uiw.cn . And the rest of the issue 
cevodcd ro Five Trips to Nowhere, wh/tv I haven't (I'm allowed to be 
honest about it?) had the’.courage tc m<c. Though I shall certainly 
do no in the near future. After ill, I waded through four of the 
oiJginaln.. □.

pins’ down one of the troubles with a full-scale renewal 
at Year. What about people joining in halfway.through? As I was 
cdly to get two mailings in 1972, Ken put me down for 10. pages of 
activity. -I suppose someone getting only the last mailing'would have 
to put in five, though that’s rather a nuisance, since he’s likely 
:c bd cut before he knows he’s in. Used co have four mailings time 
co get your activity quota done! And duds this present system really 
bring.any improvement?. Not if you go by either membership list of by 
activity of members in each mailing..... If you put as many staples 
j r; Viewpoint as you did here, we'll at least have an average of two 
t? each publication.... Ro Bert/Bhert - I may remind you that Ghent 
ji-vr. has to be fannish with a name like that. And yes, it dates back 
rroi? before fanriish times. Precognition perhaps? Cate is easy to 
remember too: 20/5 , or twenty over five makes Sfancon 4 I Like your 
idea of splitting comments in prosecubicn/defence items.

FTR~UALOHN QUARTERLY a refugee? Enjoyed some of it, shook my head at 
parts wondering what the heck it Was about... and after rereading the 
editorial I’m still wondering which and what I'd read.

IS_t but next time... to quote:" more next time, honest’”

PAULO - now did Brian' or Skel) say less than 4 pages wouldn't 
gcc comments? Actually wanting to auk Carroll something I even 
commented on this by letter. Sorry I missed you at Novacon. Asking 
around for you I was told ’haven't so-n him around' , though of 
course, a conreporb states you were thu-a. Shall we try acain at 
Ljste?' ?

T Cl’ Cu TR: TRAILS left me cold, to translate a Flemish proverb.
M'bh.-CG I enjoyed better than Lundal ora. I've goc access to a variety 
ci ’-ypewritc-rs at the office, though 1 have a preference fet two -

- ot which is next tc me most of the time,using it now actually,



Whilst the other has been used on Thijs' story, the smaller type 
being useful spacesaving on longer material, or when doing fancy 
columns., We also have this lovely job with circular heads, you 
know, like people, where you can change the type whenever you feel 
like it. Unfortunately the secretary won’t let me touch it. Actually 
x don t even know how many heads she's got, I only see the one 
shaking no all the time.,

EGOBOO POLL with fifteen chapters to vote on? I'm easy on this one, 
haven t seen sufficient items to really select.

SWINGE helped a lot in unsuspected ways. Reading your review of 
Challenge to the Stars’, the name Patrick Moore seemed familiar, so

1 looked up the booklist I’d received a couple of days before, and 
indeed, there it was, a flemish edition HET AVONTUUR VAN DE RUIMTE 
which can hardly be called a translation’ But I put it down on my 
present-list (used for birthday presents, new year gifts, and so on) 
and had it in my possession a couple of weeks later. (My daughter 
knowsa good thing when she sees one!) But it is wonderful. Thanks for 
ringing it to my attention.... Got a similar phone-extension at the 

oifice. 7ery annoying when the chap across the room leaves the phone 
off, you get all the office noises magnified through it no end... As 
soon as rates go down I'll call you up just for the hell of it...

EULOGY / ARICA proves the purple monster is not yet a continental 
monopoly as someone once suggested. Goes to show that nowadays fans 
do have more money to spend on their publications (or anyway, do 
spend more) for whatever else is said about it, this spirit duplicating 
IS the cheapest. So how come a fairly simple spirit duplicator still 
costs over £30.??? Perhaps we should have a reprint about Archie’s 
original selfmade duplicator, and wasn’t that based on details 
_rom Paul cnever? Do you. know they sell flatbed-duplicators (ink) 
ior £ 30 ? Come to Belgium and enjoy low prices....

ARCANUM,with a nice piece about Life in the Wilds and a very much 
appreciated Cy Chauvin column, will certainly be a wothwhile addition 
to the OMPA stable, Hope you manage to maintain the standard.

I^__SPI\GE (again?) with a lovely cover, and a strange statement 
coming from a treasurer saying he Hekxxik actively discourages money, 
yet only a week or so later sends us a letter saying dues have been 
raised by ’ Make up your mind, Earroll.

So I close with sincere apologies for having treated you to unfair 
shortness of comment ( if indeed there wasn't a total lack), which 
really doesn't reflect my satisfaction at being back among you

DUE TOMY PfiE0CCUPfiTfONWlTH.fi3.2 HE 
Kfil LTK&UL

THE 68TH HAS BEEN PUT ON ICE! SORRY.



REFLECTIONS ON MODERN MAN OUR 

MORE ESPECIALLY , ON. THE NATURE
VERY CIVILISED SOCIETY

OF THE HORROR STORY „
AND ,

People are of ton surprised when they learn tha. I’write horror talcs, for 
supposedly, these are written only .by sickenir.gly morbid unwashed creeps / 
hammering away on a typewriter ir. opr.? damp cave, while the stor~wind howls 
through orcken windows.’

They are probably convinced that-it must be quite unhealthy for a decently 
dressed , soft-spoken and rather shy young ran such as :^Self (now listen 
Jan, I aidrJt ask you to comment, so shut up!) -to spend his time on such things. 

Sc let’s set a few things straight first : Z just love horror stories , T love 
tc read them and I love to write them. I don’t know why , probably Freudian‘ 
snoc.< in ny youth, (anyone care for a psycho-analytical session on the couch? 
ouaies or^y,- please!) but somehow I can find beauty in horror, and I am glad 
-o say, I am not the only one. Which may prove , as the saying goes, that there 
are many lunatics m asylums, but far norestil.. walking around-freely in the

•.arry cve_.hu , the editor of ’G.C,' , David Sutton, editor of ’Shadow Magazine', 
ana otners, have searched, found and analysed the beauty in the classic works 
ci rasters of the craft such as Poe, lichen, Blackwood and even Coleridge. 1 
dcr. u analyse ry own writings, I can only say that most of ry good stories 
\ycs, „ did write a few stinkers, and if you haven’t read these, be ^lad ’ 
are written while listening to the most beautiful music:: whole stories have 
come into mind just hearing a few notes of good music; some are written when 
x m zeohng moody or melancholic; when 1 could almost taste the radiant beau tv 
of a mocn|it landscape. "
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I never sit down with the intention 'now let's write a real shocker'... but 
sometimes that’s exactly what comes out of the typewriter. And then I read 
about one of ny stories - and that a science-fiction one - that it is more 
’an explanation of bloodthirsty and psychopathical behaviour'.

Now I'm far from offended by this, quite to the contrary. I enjoy word feuds 
and if anyone wants to regard me as something that shrieks ’Cthulhu’ at the 
full moon and prowls through graveyards armed with pen and notebook, that’s 
alright with me.

So this article is not meant as an attack, or as a rebuttal, but these words 
have set me thinking because such a critic displays a startling ignorance of 
what a 'horror story’ is all about, and this misinterpretation seems generally 
widespread. So even if you hate weird stories, please bear with me, and let 
me tell you something about the three types of story, yes, three types, which 
together make up that 
horror story’.

part of the literary field generally known as ’the

o c o o o o o oooooooo ooooooooo 
c 0 0 o oO 0 0 O O O 0

horror, ol course, is a very private feeling, and what scares me probably 
loaves you cold. What is horror to you ? Is it a swamp monster tearing out 
it’s victim’s throat ? A film vampire with fresh blood streaming along his 
fangs and cheeks ? Or is it the psychopathical murderer stalking the night 
streets ? Or the detailed description of a young woman in the process of 
being cut in pieces ?

Some people seem to think THAT is what horror is all about, and it rakes 
me so mad everytime I hear someone speaking about horror stories when he 
has only THAT in mind.

They are correct in a way, because those things are the cheapest elements 
in our first story typo : STRAIGHT HORROR : the account of a realistic event, 
some gruesome happening, meant to give the reader a physical reaction, of 
horror and disgust ; stories of bloody murder and carnage, or gruesome tor
ture; it is the cheapest and easiest story to write. Many authors don’t give 
a damn about their characters, there is no compassion, no real feeling, no 
need fcr a real atmosphere. And the reader can’t help being moved by what 
happens, as physical horror of this kind always gives a revolting feeling 
ir. the stomach.

But if we want to look for this kind of horror story, we might as well buy 
today’s newspaper, or watch a war documentary. Unfortunately this the type 
of story most people equate with the whole spoctrjim of macabre literature, 
and they couldn’t be farther from the truth.

Compare it with cur- second type : SUPERNATURAL HORROR. Here we are not con
fronted with some physical danger, though this may be implied, but with an 
evil that is spiritual, something unknown, unexplainable, and therefore, 
fTightening.

The author must be a craftsman, because he has to create an atmosphere to 
help the reader suspend his disbelief and he has to make it all sound real 
before he introduces the unseen to create a psychical feeling of distress , 
of dread , of horror , for the reader ; and this not because of some wicked 
murder but because the reader is suddenly confronted with something he can’t 
cope with as it does not obey his laws. Some macabre authors do believe in 
the supernatural, such as Catherine Duval and Dennis Wheatley, but most have 
to suspend their own disbelief first.



let me explain the prime difference between these two types of horror with 
^fl1-'3- Co’^> the rat eating its way through the body of.,., living 

. «Jrl “ -ae -OPPer Bowl' -tn th- never shown, horror of 'Count Ida,onus' 
which 18 only suggested. . v

“ y’^kick , What frightened you rest ? The howling werewolf with
blocked fangs : Or the unseen thing ir. ’The Haunting’ ?
Famous adventure and black magic clary author Dennis Westley, in the intro
duction to his horror anthology, naked the following comparison.
A man sits alone in his living room,, working or. some papers. Suddenly he 
10CK3 up, ana in.xront of him is a poisonous snake. The horror is physical
• •’^»£L X C^;“.X 4

A ma sits alone in his living room,
looks up and in front of him,
the shock is psychical the horror somevJ
’'V bo more dangerous than the hand,

on some papers. Suddenly Tic 
wling, a dismembered hand. Here 
ig unknown, impossible. The snake

bx<t which would frighten you.more ?
I have writseveral straight-horror stories, but always the intention is 
xae than just to shock ry readers. Kost of them were mystified by the inclusion 
u two almost identical stories in my first B3VH4 SP collection, identical 
xo? a.^bu,, the ending, ana printed together 5r. nurnose. They were written 
_;o demonstra-e the difference between straight and supernatural horror 
-hough the horror in both .is inhuman, the fir.-.t «A Drink of dark Wins' is
pure psychical horror, 
physical menace.

while 'A Tasto of your Love’ is about .-tn absolutely

Of course, both fields 
gruesome scenes, while

intermingle, 
many straigh

oi .a murderous vampire, a vorewolf 
But an implied, suggested horror i

many supernatural horror stories contain 
horror stories rely on the inclusion

or pick your own choice’of creature.

will linger on in your memory, long after its 
forgotten.

ays the stronger, and such a storv
gruesome counterpart has been

s a

rT>r own favourite horror story got ’ .s follovc- 
living room at home. You go to the library to 
the table there, and, knowing your way around, 
as you enter. In the dark you stretch cut your 
ycur fingers close on it as it is given to'you

you are all alone in the 
pick up a book you left or.
you don’t put on the light 
arm to pick up the bcok^ and

Can you imagine a story which would give you n more frightening shock ?
I can't . Lnfbrtunately I don't know woo wrota it. except that a famous 
jrer.cn mainstream author once told it in an interview as the most terrlbl 
experience he could imagine.
I would class the most recent type of horror story, PSYCHOLOGICAL HORPCR 
as a class apart, the third in ry resume. ’

realise that psycho-analysis, man has slowly begun to
contains mere dark and ugly comers, and semi-alien

gibbering, than a regular haunted castle, fhe humn mind is the darkest niece 
in tne universe, and exactly because that darkness is an inexorablemrt 
to sSnisL™ lnteSral Part °f 0Ur I,or=on:-li^> “ 1" “ ’e hesitate

Se^ -’instruction and madness In every human being 
end K ia,her uncomfortable knowing that you, and YOC and I and ail those 
around us are in fact potential psychopath. IL is one of the prices wo pav 
for enjoying modern civilisation: the rules of society and humin relationship 
nave partly closed the cutlets for that seed of ™dn4s. We have taken the ?
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dark part of our mind and., locked in a cellar, the existence of which we prefer 
to forget. Instead cf releasing violent emotions created-by present-day tension 
we hide thorn deeper in our subconscious. After all, we are civilised beings - 
(are we?)- and prefer to act that way.

Bruce Porter in his essay 'The many faces of murder’ (Playboy Oct.1970 ) sees 
this potential violence fitted with a‘safety valve, so that the ’civilised1 
being can release extra pressure now and then. The stress never roaches the 
•Breaking Point’ (as Daphne du Maurier titled a collection of her short stories 
dealing with exactly this facet of life). Others however are ’controlled' 
people who have locked their safety valve,.rhey always act kind and gentle, 
never say a bad word ... but those are also the people who suddenly grab a 
gun .and ammunition belt, get up a tower and start shooting at everyone in 
sight. The tension has become too much to bear, the safety valve gives in and 
blows up ... straight into the faces cf those unfortunate enough to be in the 
neighbourhood.

A supercontrolled society with nothing but ’nice people1 would blow itself 
skyhigh in the same fashion, because that inborn violence can’t be changed 
completely by man himself unless he would accept a peaceful society under 
influence cf drugs, the way Kubrick demonstrated in his. adaption of Anthony 
Burgess’- 'A clockwork Orange’.

T used a similar breakdown into psychosis in my story ’hy eyes, they burn’’ , 
using a setting where, in a near future, every psychological malfunction is 
’cured’ in early youth by drugs and subliminal massages.

By his very nature, man is a violent animal. Sam Peckinpah, director of 
’Straw Dogs’, a film which also illustrates point, has said: 'Violence is 
alive in everyone of us. It is our survival instinct. Man is only an animal 
among other animals; Arid a hungry animal he is, full of- hate.’

may not like.this ver much, after all, we ARE civilised ... but take a 
glance at the headlines in the papers, at th< scenes of manslaughter, mass 
murder and insane bloodshed, everywhere in our ’civilised’ world.

Again the message of ’Clockwork Orange’ : 'Ycu can’t control violence, you 
have to face it - no matter how bad it seems - and then you can try to 
conquer it.’

Ramsey Campbell, British author, concludes his essay ’Note of Doubt’ ( in 
Stardock 1970) as fellows: ’Let’s not draw back in blind horror. We must 
perceive the horror in the everyday and personally confront, not recoil .from, 
the unknown.'

A story cf mine ’Composed of Cobwebs’ describes a psychological breakdown and 
withdrawal into madness, build up from small trivial incidents all adding up 
to ny point : the door to the dark corners of our minds must bo opened, but 
then we have to face ourselves as we arc, and not shrink away. It also illu
strates an important point about the psychological horror story (insanity 
itself plays only a small part in these) : madness must be treated with com
passion. In too many stories madmen inflict horrible tortures on innocent 
victims purely for the sake cf gruesome effects, and regular readers of 
recent 'Par. Books of Horror Stories’ will know what 1 mean. These arc a far 
cry from the psychologies? tale, just straight nauseating horror, written 
only to shock the reader and earn their authors an easy pound.

All cf us possess a subconscious need for horror. However what wo can see 
and touch is no longer as terrible as the unexpected, the unseen, so the 
author is in fact replacing the terror effect of his story with cheap thrills.



Richard Davis, author and producer of the ’Late Night Horror’ series on BBC, 
brings this search for the macabre back to a collective subconscious of the 
human race, dating back to prehistorical times. But in his article ’JIacabre 
Fiction in Literature’ (Shadow 1971) he also pleads for a compassionate and 
human treatment of insanity in fiction. He writes: ’We must be able to say : 
He does this, therefore he is insane, and not: He is insane, therefore he 
does this.'

Would-be critics and reviewers, stop this senseless howling about ’gruesome 
bloody horror stories’ if you don’t knew anything about the genre you're 
attacking.

Would-be authors, stop writing such stories if blood and gore is the only 
thing on your rind. There is enough straight gruesome horror all around us 
if you get a kick out of it. There is no reed for more of it in macabre 
fiction.
What .vould a serious reader of crime fiction say if I attacked the genre 
having read Jerry Cotton or Carter Brown ; or denounced the whole field of 
romance because I'd read Courts wLbler ? You, sf reader, would you like it 
if I stated that all science fiction is lousy because I don’t like 'Sioux 
Spacemen of the Red Planet’ ?

Open your eyes, taka a long good look at the macabre field, go in open- 
minded, and learn to appreciate the stories I love to read, the stories 1 
love to write.

(c) 1972 by the author 
00C0O00O0O05C OO0OOCOO5OOC
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When I said CFF TRAILS was a bloody mess, I meant it.

I maintain 'it still is. :

Not so much for what’s in it, but rather for the way it is presented. 
After all, OFF TRAILS as official organ for the Association should be 
a showcase publication. Sure, there’ll be a listing of titles in 
trout, and a listing of names at the back, which won’t help its looks 
any, but even so, a decent heading doesn't take all that’much time. 
With artists like Terry a Skel on the roster, with the dozens of 
Letter guides splashed in the various members magazines, surely that 
shouldn't be hard to manage?

The mastheads can be done, easily, months in advance. Where typing 
is concerned, that is perfectly legible ( if sometimes spaced rather 
oddly)o

And Ken, don't take it too hard. You should know by now that it is 
only people who do something that ever get blamed, if nocne else will, 
7'11 send you some stencils, just let me know.

T'm sorry to see the voting delayed. Except where it may concern some 
Stateside fans who might get it too late, surely everyone has had their 
say on the matter in this mailing, and votes could have been called in 
making the carried proposals affective as from next.mailing. 1 doubt 
whether holding out another three months will help any.

Tf you just enumerate the proposals, we'll all have to go into the 
cellar or up in the loft to check up on what we're voting on. Unless 
some people took the Hell alternative and threw the 00 away.

Never made money as fast as I did in OMPA. Imagine a 50% return on 
money paid out only five or six months acol If I’d known I'd have 
paid up till 1984 or 2001 ’

Tf Darroll wants encouragement: almost all lost property offices have 
a ruling saying unclaimed items will be confiscated., sold or destroyed 
after 12 months time. So book the credits as gifts. Especially as you 
seem able to make good use of them anyway.

Yes, I'm sure we should have more sections in the egoboo poll. After 
a .1 : 15 categories and 26 member s. . ..Now if it was the other way 
about, we’d be (practically) sure of getting something each. If only 
for best one pager,, best two pager, best three pager, and who knows 
best lactivity! Which reminds me ......
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I L.

wec ou I d n ' t ui id er s tand t hi s
hud worked every tiling out beautifully

’Lancashire Hi 
: Stockport 
'sk? zra_______

mere we were, typing the last 
stenciI for 'Infernor and suddenLy 
we realised that we were going to 
have this blank space at the bottom.

■beforehand an ectly. it was very late however, and
l-'c ^colsmac was exhausted so’we just gave up and extended wha L we 
nad. .he problem was more than our drink-befuddled minds could cope 
with. As we were packing up though, 1 chanced to find the 

was able, to stagger to bed without .any nagging worries
x Lines op review had disappeared.

review and 
as to whore

Anyway 
Like that... 
that I write

, wli List 
. we LI, after

is by no means

is by definition
egoboo is

deathless review or anything

a waste
doubly so by being discarded unused.

iindd GentuLmain, 
'The Return of th

of
So ,

± proudly- present Paul 
Prodiga1 Ro view".

egoboo and whilst anything 
time, J dislike it beiing 
without further ado, Laydeez 

Skelton and Jan Janson in ...

MX ft XX 
X X X X X 
MX M X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X

x x « x x 
XX X X X 
XX XX 
xx xxx 
x x x x x

xxx xx 
x x m x x 
X X X X 
XXX WX 
x * X x X

£ANJAN I (Jan Jansen) Two hours for Lunch??????? Ye GhodsJ

£££Skel£££

•• no loss 
i h r o u g) i 
getr irig 
spccies 
that I

really. Tn fact
my snack, 
to si ide

he

time do you finally finish then? Six?? I have 
to make do wiLh forty-five minutes, but I 
usually end up killing Lime anyway, so it’s 

I'm writing this oat now after having dawdled
I. part of a threequarter hour lunch break is 
at half-past four. Unlike the members of the 
live quite near- my place of work too,’ so 

changed, have oaten dinner and be readv to face 
f have six hours in whLh to^

The bes 
off home

Homo Commaterus I
can be home

...... s,.1LL stay healthy, wealthy and wise by getting my kip. 
hpr.r/.1-* °f °ld name!s seemed to get the hell out of OMPA
I '.<!• 3 Ca""’ in‘ U° you waybe somebody ratted
'there A couple of mailings previously they were

— - - --ratting

hokum. Do you think I should give °''

on us?

that P—" '^> -e ^.y proof
show that they care S^r'8’ “ie",bers ^-2. again. The amendments
ompa dtsuPpe^

1U.S a poor reputation among the younger fans is a masterpiece of
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understatement. It is not sufficient for us to sit back arid tell 
outsiders that they just don't understand what an apa is all about. 
We know what’s wrong with OMPA and it’s up to us to soft it out. FAPA 
is not a standing joke, neither is SAPS, or for that matter, most of 
the other apas. True, I’Ll grant you that the amendments are making 
things more complicated, but if we gel. bogged down in our own red 
tape, then we deserve everything we get. We are supposed t_> be, in the 
main, a bunch of reasonably intelligent people. If we can't operate 
our own rules then it’s time wo packed up and went home.
end i t end! tend! L end i tend i tend! t endi I. end i tend it end i t end it end it end i tendi t 

Skel

Not having seen every issue of every zine in the Last couple 
of years, I don’t know whether HELLish reviews have ever 
appeared elsewhere, but I couldn’t resist the temptation to 
run this one here.;.. If the touch wood was for the attempt 
at French, you get no marks, they only have one. ni after the 
a, same as in English, though you made me wonder.•• Lucky 
guy, I get home six-thirty or ten to seven, depending on 
whether. I get a lift home or not.

'TERR Y; JEE VES ’ 
2J0 BannordaLc Rd

। Sheffield
|Sll_2FE

Many thanks for 
re-Instales yo u

the LOC , -which
on-the mailing list.

And that from our President, dated •( . 12.72 JI!
Strange to note that the air letter containing this sentence 
lias a 5P printed stamp, u Lie re as t lie one Skel used a fortnight 
later carries a 6yP one. Seems time Michel stopped grumbling 
about Belgian postal rates, and pitied the British.

IRON BENNETT Yes, there has been a little crossing
'Rue Diesel 9 Ln the post. We're highly delighted
,7010 Shape___  with your 7 Lb L oz Ann and Look for

ward to making her acquaintance in 
the very near future. Also equally' pleased that everything went so 
well..,, .for us it was extremely painless. Ann is obviously a Get Up & 
Go young lady.... I can see that before you can look round she'll be 
full of mischief. You'll have to harness such energy towards worth
while projects like turning duplicator handles.

Ron.

Unfortunately I haven'L yet found a reasonably priced method 
fox' reproducing photographs to include Ln the magazine. It’s 
still cheaper to make a set of prints and include them than 
anything else come across so far.... And that’s a job rather 
than an extension of a hobby. Besides- which, photographic 
paper has the tendency lo curl at the slightest suggestion 
of dampness. The copy-paper used extensively before the new 
photostaLics came in general use, can be used for phoLo- 
graphs, but tend to have too high a contrast, developed as 
it is for copying lines and letters black on white.
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, .HIE MERCER
? > 1 ? •nu t hick Pax' c 

j h ALSTON
-orr. ict L 1

I was, I must admit, exli'emoly glad 
to drop OMpA : I found my life being- 
built around the three-merit h ly 
schedule of receive the mailing, do 
a zine, send it in, wait for the

next mailing, get it, do a zine, send it Ln.... I’m now producing a 
1’0-cagc zinc three times a year, mainly consisting of other people's 
— jturs on and around die subject of Tolkien and his works -

eas ier I
Sonia married? It only seems 1 ll<e yesterday that she was 

a.slip of a child, fascinated by the fact that "Eddie" rhymed with 
‘already".

As you seem to have discovered, we do like animals in the 
";sc, or rather one particular animal. Said animal, disapproves of 

other animals Ln the house though - except small dead or damaged ones 
sde nr Ings in herself, when wo disapprove. (We prefer them Live and 
jua.Jiy.)

Archie.

.•.aybe there Is something to that 1 habit-formi ng ’ regularity 
oi' apa-activities. Out does a three-times-a-year nori-apa 
publication make that much of a difference?
.\;;i only married, but as you wi.ll have gathered from Ron's 
Letter (and undoubtedly a mention elsewhere) mo tlier as well.
o«. Is the time to start off a GrandpAPAi No .use looking fur 

members in Belgium though, I'm the only one eligible.

in awkward position like that?j trying to do, put. Ling me
calling you jokingly FAKEFAN..)AN 

and of course von miss i
if you're not in the thi 
I What will people thin!

snarling at poor Jani" .They will cal I- me a Big 
Arc you planning l.o let me go down in fan hist 



as the Jansen Smarter or something? Are you willingly destroying my 
image of Gentle, Helpful, Active Superfan?

Julien

DON ALLEN
12. Briar Edge
Forest Hall
Nwcas>t to upon Tyne 12

It's not- an image, it's- just Imagination. Yours. 
Besides which, someone else is, not Joukingly, doing a 
far better job of snarling, so -you needn’t worry about 
future historians in this respect.

Many times over the past few years 
I've thought of writing to you, and 
other people like Eric, Ron. Archie 
etc;, out I would put it off for 
some reason or another. T honestly

thought Fandom was dead.’ I know a lot droppea out in the early 
sixties, myself included! .... At present I am busy reading lots of 
the 'new wave’ fanzines and hurriedly getting myself up to date on 
fannish affairs. One of my first impress ions is that the new fanzines 
arc not so good as the old 1950's fanzines. The sense of humour, that 
fannish quality, doesn't seem to be there. I admit some of these 
fanzines are beautifully printed, it's I he writings that are pretty 
mundane. To me It's as though Fandom were full of ueo-fans who 
haven't yet. learned their trade. I've still got all .iy old stencil
cutting gear, and "Dunlicating without Tears", so in a sense I'm ’ll 
set for battle....

Will you tell Ron to kindly come and collect ills 
elephant, it’s costing me a fortune to feed....

You’ll be rid of Cecil soon enough, as Ron & C° will Be 
installing themselves in England shortly. lie’Ll make a good 
playmate fox- the kids.
An unquoted sentence in your- let Lei 'Yes, I did understand 
Lhe reviews,I’d read most of the fanzines you see: probably 
hits 0 tPA1 s weak spot. With a maximum membership of 4.5, but 
presently only about 20 , the run- off is too Low, the feed
back too small. With a run of a hundred copies per issue 
which may be considered normal ('or an editor:publisher who 
wants to see a fail- circulation without a backoreaking 
mailing list or a budgetbroaki ng luone ys pender, there's 
still four times as much circulation outside OMPA........... 
Since the larger-run zines are usual l.y rhe worthwhi !c 
ones, why should you, having seen them all, probably also 
receiving then in the future, want to .join?

:Ma.CHAEL J . HEAR A
[6 I BORROWASH ROAD 
I.SPONDON
(DERBY |
’de 2 7qh;

Many thanks foi- your long letter - 
Long by my standard anyway. I’m 
sorry to read that you detest short- 
notes, and 1 hope you won’t be 
offended by this one. The fact is 
that, much as I would like tc , I

jisu don't have the time to write long letters aiiynore. To write a 
Letter the length of yours would take me all evening, as the words 
tc say come to me slowly. However....



Enclosed is the tape (on which) I have
Walsh panel on tracks one and four,

recorded the Buliuer/Slater/

only two-track, you will still be able to play it
so that even if vour machine

Mi Ke & Pat

The copy-recording came: out remarkauly well, and thanks, 
docs make an excellent souvenir 
recorder is four-track stereo. Bo.Ui of

of the convention. Tape-
it

Grundig went to hell as.^roconling wont,
I hem. You see the 
though it still

plays back faithfully everything recorded earlier. on. So 
after a couple of months of indecision, Rosa offered mo

° far

a deocord 1200 io go with the Beocenter 3500 we
gladly accepted on 
next Lurk on tape. 
’* i/1* , 9 a and 19, 
As for short notes

have, offer

rather receive

my pari. So you’ll get comments on the 
dtoreas the Grundig has three speeds, 
the Scocord has only t.he latter two. 
- I detest writing them,mainly - I’d

a short note than nothing at
though in general I fool trial, if you've got
the typewriter,

al 1,obvions Iy, 
the paper in

you might just as well go ahead and do the
job properly. Inles^ you realty go out of y mr nind, the 
postage is the same. As far as conciseness is .concerned, 
airmail letters or aerograms., arc an .easy way to curtail
endless, ra ibl ing, 
you’ve had it.

you can , ,o on for just so long arid then

U.K. JLT.MEK
I 19 ORCHARD WAY
IHOKSMONDEN
jTONBRIDGE 
|TN12 8LA

KENT

Lt was really great to see you again 
at Novacon and I'm looking forward to in 
meeting you again at. Bristol, always 
assuming you don't decide to save
you j

across, more ' s the pity; 
peculiar way right now.
eon venues and organisation 
suppose the best plan is to 
are good cons’.

Fas cilia L ing,

bul things a 
I gather you

energies for Ghent. There is 
le likelihood of our getting 
e working, out for us in a 
re having familiar problems of

over there: you havo my sympathy, 
bear in mind 1 he old saying: 'All

I 
cons

11 y 
woodwork and taken up actifanning

Ihal you’ve crept out of
igain. This

the
samoLhing that 1

cannot do right now and it
would do had I all 1 ho time mere was necessary.
interested in learning how you make out,- how your rebirth 
siasm continues, how you surmount all the. old familiar obstacles that

’ KU°W a°°Ut* '/on st ill be farming hard in a
year s time. 1 was pnvillged Lo receive a couple of OMPA bundles 
•iwav^id tl T ^“1 ”'ey Iooked happy eager people fanning
away and the water Looked very inviting.

also somoAhlng I'm not 100^ sure L
wa s 1 dunno. I’m extremely 

of enthu-

„ 1 hope that OMPA does carryon, getting hotter all the time. It is s.imller these days, and i i ’ 
J®®"? tJiat anyone can Join Ii-om the word Co, without having to be a 
C" “ 1 or haying I.,.<1 wpbricnc. as a Tan publisher. How
t'r5 l" t"" ■'.'“•stion of credentials? Anyway, all I can

int. r-Wlnd roe™ < ‘‘T’ , *ou °MJ’A and fandom all the
entitled. re're"1 l“n to vlncb you (as an old fan and tired) arc



Your series of little notes to different people on page 12 of 
EANJAN 1 brings back the old nostalgia, all right. Nativity. Ah,yes, 
a long time ago.Of course you can use this- and please do, if you 
want,- glad if it helps. If you draw a picture remember that the ship 
had no rudder. (ALL -deeply • symbolical, that. ) (l think.)

As for us here,
Pamela wanted to know just how long your white beard was, and I had co 
say you looked a young.keen and alert fellow. We wondered no longer 
that you had the strength to push back the coffin lid and climb out, 
hands reeking with mimeo ink, a stylus gripped in your fist, the mad 
light of lust foi' a mimeo in your eyes, tearing duplicating paper up 
by the ream.....

Keep smiling keep writing,keep fanning,...
Ken

After such praise (or is the word flattery?) I should really 
go .and Lie down, play the ’old fan and tired’ part properly. 
All 1 need now.is a recording of this, so I can close my 
eyes and let the words spill through the room, well on the 
way to achieving nirvana.
Actually I could fulfill the prescribed qualifications ’show 
proof of activity in amateur publishing during the preceding 
12 months’. There had been letters and one article in english 
language publications, though i ly own publications were then 
restricted to flemish (and non-science-fictionaI). I’ve cut 
back on fanac already the past couple of months due to Sonia’s 
giving birth to a daughter. I had no idea that being a grand
father took up so much time, though undoubtedly this too will, 
regimented in the near future with moreor less fixed visiting- 
days.... but heck, those first months, you want to be there 
to take pictures, to really sec the little girl grow from 
day to day - remarkable what a difference of three quarters 
of a pound does to these sto!I things - you want Lo be able 
to say ’I’ve seen hex’ smile’ and not just rely on second
hand stories, 
A .motion has been »ut forward to allow 'reading’ membership 
in 0 4 FA - i.e. people interested but unable or unwilling to 
publish themselves, but won't find out myself whether this 
was carried till next mailing arrives, (it Iooks at this date 
as if this,too, fanJan that is, will miss the mailing). If you 
should be interested....
I enjoyed Novacon, and am terribly sorry I1ll have to miss 
the Eastercon after all the good hopes I had, but Rosa can’t 
get the weekend free, and I shall only get off .from work on 
the friday, which would really curtail visting t ime , wouldn ‘ t 
it. It carries its compensation by making the Beocord possible. 
Furthermore, cancellation of one has left more time free for 
the other, so that Rosa and I will spend just about a week in 
England next november - it’ll be four- months by that time since 
we've seen Ron and family, and we’re not sure we can get used 
to that again. So start polishing up the flemish I taught you 
all those years ago. You're gonna need it.
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